
Loading and transport survey

Animation / simulation / tractrix

Transport- and project drawing

Rendering (computer graphics)

Technical route and accident survey
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Our principles
- Objective reporting of events, immediate notification

of the customer in the event of deviations, immediate

notification of those responsible of deficiencies and
the arrangement of repairs are a matter of course for

us.

- Damage limitation measures are implemented in
advance during goods and packaging inspection.

- Exact documentation to ensure later traceability of all
circumstances.

- We employ modern and safe methods and can draw
upon decades of knowledge and experience

- You receive prompt visual and verbal information at  

all times.

- This allows decisions to be made without delay and

costs to be reduced. 

Result of my work
- Responsibility
- Precision

- Quality
- Good value for money

We are supported by a professional team.

We would be more than happy to share our experience 
in all transport, installation and packaging questions 

with you. 

We also examine the feasibility of independent 
transport offers.

Please contact us. We like working, and it would be a

pleasure to work in your interest.

Many thanks for your attention
Your Transportzeichnung Team

About me
- Transportation engineer

- Leading expert and draftsman with broad

experience working in Germany, Ukraine, Russia
and Libya

- Logistics manager IHK (Chamber of Industry and      

Commerce

- Cutting machine operator (vertical turning and 
boring mill

- average agent

- Good connections in ports and manufacturing sites

- Additionally, has a good command of Russian
(free speech and writing)

In the beginning there was the line . . .


